
VPRO Tegenlicht Meet-Up 
“De doorbraak van duurzaam” 

 
Translations and Questions 
 
Part 1 
 

 Mr Zhang Xiliang claims that’s it’s about the numbers, in this modern 
society, new things come up with high investments 

 However, these new things will provide a lot in the future  
 The question is if you want to invest in these new things 
 In the Chinese system, it’s said, “We do it this way without much 

discussion.” 
 The man claims to know how it is done in the Netherlands, if you propose 

to raise energy prices and taxes, then you attract a lot of debate 
 However, it’s a different case in China 
 So does China think of the long run? Yes, China’s policies are for the long-

term – not just for tomorrow and that’s why they feel their different than 
the West 

 He says that in the West, each government stands a term for only a few 
years and China does not change their government as often 

 
Questions: 

 
1. What role has the Government in the Netherlands played regarding the 

investment in renewable energy?  
2. Do you think the 4-5 year term government rotations in the West affect 

long-term renewable energy plans?  
3. When looking at statistics, The Netherlands is clearly lacking behind in 

terms of adapting renewable energy according to the European 
Commission. Why do you think the Netherlands is lagging? 

4. When voting, do you take into consideration climate change and 
sustainable development?  

5. Should our European election system change to provide more room for 
long term decision making?  

 

Part 2 
 

 Michael Liebreich is interviewed,  
 Technology risks you can deal with 
 Invested in wind and solar, attracting mainstream investor eyes 
 Warren Buffet started to buy renewable energy projects to build a large 

portfolio that attracted other investors    
 
Questions: 
 



1. Why did it take the world so long to realize the existence of renewable 
energy? 

2. Maybe already answered, by why were some countries in the West 
playing against renewable energy? Especially the Netherlands and 
America – hugely investing in fossil fuels.  

3. Do you know of any companies and organizations today that are heavily 
investing in renewable energy? And what kind of energy? 

4. There’s a trend in the EU today that allows customers to choose their 
energy providers, are you aware of what kind of energy you use on a daily 
basis?  

5. When saving energy, do you save energy because you want to save money 
or do you save energy because you’re concerned about climate change?  

 
Part 3 
 

 Mark Eckhart, managing director of Citigroup speaks about the Canary 
Island  

 Wind farms/solar projects will last 40-100 years and that stabilizes 
economies 

 Stabilizing factor for every country that gets a high percentage from 
renewable energy  

 The more energy we produce from renewable energy, is the money that 
stays on the island 

 If we don’t have to pay for gas and fuels from outside, the money is 
produced at home 

 We have to look for other experiences, wind and waste and organic 
agriculture – inspiration needed and adaptive to conditions 

 Solar, electric cars – independence  
 
Questions 
 

1. How do you think we can arrange a worldwide system that provides us 
with sustainable energy and can cover our needs in method that is being 
done in the Canary Islands mentioned by El Herro? 

2. How can we globally finance RE projects? How can the WSF play a role in 
this development? 

3. How can companies support this development and how can they benefit 
from this change?  

4. How does your company or university try to implement this sustainability 
into day-to-day practices?  

 

Part 4 
 
 Solar energy became 80% cheaper than it was 5 years ago and wind 

energy became 50% cheaper 
 RE subject to manufacturing economics 
 Fossil fuels are resource orientated, cost of resources goes up the more 

you use 



 This man could see 20 years ago that renewable energy planning would 
be successful in time 

 RE has come to economic competitiveness finally  
 
Questions 
 

1. How can we support in phasing out old fossil fuel infrastructures in 
developed countries? We are behind in terms of sustainability because 
developing countries can easily adapt to new technology implementation.  

2. How does the future look like for Smart electricity grids? (A Smart grid is 
a grid where you can deliver and extract energy) Do you think that Smart 
grid is the future? How long would the shift towards Smart grid take?  

3. Will prices of renewable energy get any lower than it is today? And how 
much? 

4. Do you think that car companies should make a complete switch towards 
electric car production and what about hydrogen cars? What would 
motivate you to buy an electrical car? (taxes, subsidies, government, car 
producing companies need to open up) 

5.  


